
VIRTUALIZATION
is another overnight success
story about forty years in

the making. It seems like you can't swing a used computer around
without hitting a vendor that is now doing some kind of virtualization on
their hardware or software. It's the newest gotta-have technology to be
competitive in the market: if you don't have an in-house virtualization
solution, you have a partnership with someone who has the technology.

Virtualization is not really a fad, though; it is a compelling concept
that is also very subtle. You cannot really “get” the power of virtual-
ization until you have tried it, and then ways to use it start occurring
that the designer never thought of or intended.

The first and still premier virtualization solution, any hardware,
any software, anywhere is an operating system from IBM named VM
for Virtual Machine: an operating system for the IBM mainframe
whose whole mission in life is to virtualize mainframe hardware. VM
is also one of the first open source operating systems. Starting in the
early 1960s as a joint IBM/Cambridge University research project,
VM, like the Internet later, was an open source-driven, university
shared knowledge effort. Several researchers on several campuses
worked together on different parts of the operating system (OS), and
worked on a piece of hardware virtualization hardware called the
Blaauw Box that allowed the type of indirect addressing requisite for
hardware to be virtualized.

Once IBM unleashed VM/370 in 1972 for free, and with source
code, they had released something they did not really understand:
something with the subtle power of gravity that would reshape the com-
pany and influence the direction of the computer industry for decades
to come. They tried to kill it many, many times. It was supposed to be
a migration aid. It was supposed to help companies move from one ver-
sion of their batch operating system to another. But the combination of
the ability to virtualize the mainframe of the day and everyone having
access to the source code allowed VM to go off in its own direction and
it and its children forever changed how computing is done.

VM had one major problem, of course. It ran on expensive hardware.
This started to change when Intel endowed the 386 microprocessor with
the same type of indirect addressing hardware / instructions that the
Blaauw Box gave the early mainframes. First came paging, but the Intel
hardware was not designed to be virtualized the way the mainframe was,
post Blaauw Box, when hardware virtualization support was designed
into every IBM mainframe after the early s/360 line. But along came
VMWare, who found a way to do it, and the floodgates opened.

You can virtualize almost any modern computer. What was once
subtle and expensive is now a must-have feature.

SOME COMMON FEATURES OF
VIRTUALIZATION

To make it possible to run multiple different operating systems on the
same computer, you have to insert a layer between the real hardware and
the operating system. Usually called a “monitor,” this layer needs to be as
“thin” as possible to allow for good speed. The secret to good speed in a
virtual machine (VM, but not to be confused with the IBM operating sys-
tem by the same name) is the fact that a large number of hardware instruc-
tions, including adding and subtracting and whatnot, can be allowed to run
on the native hardware without fear of one virtual machine corrupting
another. It is only when you are accessing memory or I/O devices and
similar things that the monitor has to intercept the VM and emulate a vir-
tual environment for it. On the IBM mainframe, with all its modern
microcode assists, the overhead for virtualizing a guest environment can
be as low as a couple percent in a computer-intensive “guest” machine.
There are also options for allowing the virtual machines’ memory to be
pageable or not, to cut down on the overhead for translating the virtual
address of a guest's memory pages to their real locations.

Some other virtualization features common to many vendor solu-
tions are the ability to move the host computer’s resources around
between guests, or to lock them down to a particular guest. CPU's are
sometimes the smallest unit that can be assigned, in other cases they are
almost infinity subdividable. Ditto memory.

WHY VIRTUALIZE?

Why go to all the trouble of virtualizing? Sure, it has a long history
and it is the current 'fad,' but is it worth it? Does it really work? Yes and
yes: it is worth the trouble of setting up and it does work. An easy way
to understand this is to look at example: The UML Web site is in fact a
Linux virtual machine running under a UML host.

At our company, we use virtualization technologies heavily. We have
four mainframes running guests both under VM and in LPARS. We use
these as ways to be able to create 'padded cells' for developers. Even as
alpha level code executes inside and occasionally crashes these VM,
DOS and z/OS guest virtual machines, they run alongside other virtual
machines with customer-facing demo systems, customer support sys-
tems and untold numbers of QA systems. Our first Internet exposed
system was a VM guest that was firewalled off from the rest of the
running systems: if you wanted Internet access back then, you went
to that guest and logged in and then you were suddenly not inside the
company but out on the Internet.
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On the Power line, we have OS/400 hosting
Linux guests and we use VMWare on the
AMD/Intel line to create nearly the same envi-
ronment as what we have on the mainframe:
customer support, QA and development vir-
tual machines all running on host systems. The
advantages are many: we can keep pristine
versions of various operating systems “on the
hook” and copy them out to developers, cus-
tomer support and QA personnel, who can
destroy them at will without wrecking our
time and investment building the systems. For
security, we can patch the pristine “gold”
copies when the biweekly security patches are
released and all our R&D customers can then
pick up freshly secured versions of the operat-
ing systems when they start their next cycle.

This also has the added benefit of being a
real, working server consolidation. As over-
lapping tests run, they can be scheduled on
various systems that have capacity and fewer-
but-larger systems can be purchased, saving us
floor space, cooling and support costs.

Virtual Machines and Real Time
All is not rosy in paradise, though.

Virtualization has one big bugaboo that has to
be dealt with: time dilation. A simple case:

Four guest machines are running CPU-inten-
sive math at the moment we look in on them.
The host machine has one CPU (or one CPU
dedicated to these four workloads anyway).
Guest One runs until its time slice is up. It still
has more math to do so the host operating sys-
tem places it right back into the dispatch queue,
at the bottom, under Two, Three and Four. Guest
machine Two now gets dispatched, runs to end
of time slice, gets interrupted and returned to the
work queue at the bottom. Now the queue is
Three, Four, One, Two. Guest Three goes, is
popped at the end of its slice, and now our queue
is Four, One, Two, Three. Then Guest Four runs,
is popped, and we are back where we started.

Remember that these guests do not know
they are guests: they are virtual machines.
They think they are running on real hardware.
They have their own schedulers inside them,
dispatching work. And the operating system
notes when it started each task and when each
task completed. It looks at the real time clock
on the computer to determine the wall clock
time it took.

So, in this example, it took four times
longer to get the work done than it would have
if only one virtual machine had wanted to run.
So, let’s say it was 40 seconds we watched.
Each machine got ten seconds (minus a little to
account for the trips through the host operating

system’s dispatch queue). Each virtual
machine then happily reports that elapsed time
was 40 seconds, and ten CPU-seconds were
consumed doing it. Weird enough, but that is
not the real world. In the real world, the guests
would do I/O. They would access RAM and
disks and printers and networks. Some would
be CPU-intensive while others were I/O-inten-
sive and then four seconds later they would
switch and then a third guest would join the
dispatch list. And different hardware architec-
tures would define how much work the host
operating system had to do to help the guest
(or at least, keep the wool pulled over the
guest’s eyes). A mainframe would use its
microcode assists and massive I/O subsystem
to dispatch the I/O on the guests’ behalf, while
the AMD/Intel-based virtual machine host
would have to do all the work emulating the
virtual devices. And that would be time the
host was consuming on the CPU, not the
guests. Now throw in multiple CPU's...

So, the only way to truly measure the
amount of time something takes is to moni-
tor both the host operating system and the
guests and re-assemble what really hap-
pened during the monitored interval: a truly
non-trivial task.

For certain benchmarks and QA runs, some
choose to just run those on the real hardware,
but that's another story.

SOME VENDOR SOLUTIONS

In no particular order, here are some of the
technologies available in this area.

Complete Virtualizations
Amdahl MDF (Multiple Domain Facility) is

a software-in-the-hardware tool that lets you
virtualize the Amdahl mainframe. You could
create multiple mainframes and assign low
and high water marks for performance to var-
ious guest 'domains'. It is extremely powerful
and flexible.

IBM’s PR/SM is basically VM-in-the-
microcode. Now you had the ability to run
VM inside a LPAR (a virtual machine created
by PR/SM: a Logical PARtition), and then run
guests inside of VM. IBM 'ported' this feature
to the PowerPC-chipped lines of their com-
puters: you can now run LPAR on the IBM
iSeries and pSeries computers and the new
Linux-only variant, OpenPower, with up to
ten virtual machines per real Power processor.
You can also run all sorts of interesting mixes
of things: for example OS/400 running as host
for Linux guests on the iSeries.

Xen, an open source project which recently
released its 2.0 version, has the main goal of
near native-level performance. Xen requires
creating a custom Linux kernel to create the
host environment, which makes it not as easy
to use as something like VMWare, but unlike
Sun Zones or UML, Xen is a true hypervisor,
allowing you to create a separate, completely
isolated virtual environment.

VMWare, like Xen, is a true hypervisor.
VMWare provides modules that match up
with common releases of various distribu-
tions, but if you upgrade your kernel, you
will probably have to rebuild the bits that
need to be built against the running kernel.
The good news here is that you do not have to
rebuild the entire kernel to use it. VMWare
provides scripts to make re-building their
modules very easy. VMWare was first to the
Intel architecture virtualization party. IBM
relies on VMWare for its virtualization solu-
tion on the X-series (AMD and Intel-chipped
lines). I use it to run Windows guests under
my Linux host, running on my laptop, for
labs I have given at LinuxWorld. The point
being that VMWare is not just complete vir-
tualization of the guest, but it runs well
enough to run Windows 2000 Server as a
guest, and have a class of 35 students use it
and not know they are not talking to a real
server someplace.

Similar to VMWare, Win4Lin is largely a
complete virtualization. But it only runs
Windows 95, 98 or (dare I say it) ME in the
guest virtual machine at this time. Costing
less than VMWare and being optimized for
only older Microsoft OS's does have its
advantages though: everything I have read
about Win4Lin says that it is amazingly fast
and not as memory- or disk-intensive as
VMWare.

Zones and Domains
Sun’s Solaris 10 ‘Zones’ (formerly the N-

1 Grid Containers) are not the same thing as
full hardware virtualization. You are running
a read-only copy of the main Solaris kernel of
the host machine. Each zone gets a copy in a
sort of chrooted “jail” of all the binaries they
will need to run a complete working version
of Solaris. Each zone does get a distinct IP
address though. Custom “z” prefixed com-
mands like “zlogin” let you access and inter-
act with the new zone. Sun Domains allow
you to run in a true virtual environment.
Domains are created, and they can run almost
any version of Solaris you desire. Resources
can be dynamically moved between various
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domains on the fly from the domain con-
trollers. Domains can have hard resource lim-
its or some resources like CPU time can float
between domains based on various rules.
Unlike Solaris Zones, you have to be on
hardware that is domain capable. Domains
are much like Amdahl's old mainframe fea-
ture MDF or IBM's LPARs.

User Mode Linux (UML) lets you run
“Linux inside Linux,” which sounds similar to
Sun’s zones. There are differences: UML will let you run a completely
different version of the kernel inside it to allow you to test a kernel
inside the virtual machine created by UML before you take a kernel
first level. There are similar things: UML has several different modes
of virtual networking. You can use the Zone/UML to isolate users from
the production host. From the outside looking in, UML does appear to
need some time to mature: for instance, when installing a Linux distri-
bution inside UML, it appears (according to the doc) that systems with
text-based installers work better. The GUI installers appear to cause
problems with the virtual console.

GO FORTH AND VIRTUALIZE

Once you get your head around the ideas of hardware virtualization,
you can take advantage of it on almost any platform. Each platform’s
individual capabilities will vary: some will have hardware assists and
others will be pure software. But the same things can be done no mat-
ter which vendor’s solution is being discussed: you can isolate work-
loads from each other and you can use this to more heavily share what
otherwise would have been incompatible workloads on the same
hardware. For many of the platforms discussed, the solution is stable
enough that you can take it into your production environment without
fear of causing a decrease in your uptime: to the contrary, if you con-
figure it correctly, despite the added complexity, you can increase your
uptime, because you can isolate and easily create failover guests
located in other virtual machines, running on the same or different
hardware. Virtualization is the rookie on your bench with forty years
of experience.  
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Resources:
Blaauw Box—http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/sj/181/ibmsj1801H.pdf
History of the VM OS at Melinda Varian's Web page—http://pucc.princeton.edu/~melinda/
User Mode Linux (UML)—http://user-mode-linux.sourceforge.net/
Xen—http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/SRG/netos/xen/index.html
VMWare—http://www.vmware.com
Win4Lin—http://www.netraverse.com/


